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Our photo this time is from the official collection of Charles Roberts, the Wakefield-based builders of bodywork for
buses, trams, lorries, railway rolling stock and lots more. Here are four Albion Valkyrie PW65 with 35-seat rear entrance
bodies, part of a large order in 1932 for MacShanes of Bootle who had recently expanded into stage carriages services.
Many of these vehicles would see further service with Red and White Services, which had been appointed temporary
managers of MacShanes before the business passed to Ribble in 1933.

Wishing all our Readers a very Merry Christmas and a Happy 2020!
HIGHLIGHTS IN THIS ISSUE
Coach Cruising with Southdown
Helping the Chatham restoration
Pilchers Coaches
Sentinel Steam and Early Aerial Post
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New Arrivals
It’s been a busy time at The Bus Archive;
lots of people both in the industry and
enthusiasts have been responding to us by
donating lots and lots of new (old)
material…
Peter Greaves has decided to downsize
his collection and has donated his work
on local operators around Oldham,
Lancashire and detailed records and
photographs on coachbuilder Bellhouse,
Hartwell. There is also a large collection
of sound recordings of various bus types,
taken of both preserved and ‘in service’
vehicles. We even have Peter’s cassette
tape recorder complete with muffled
microphone!

The Bellhouse, Hartwell collection includes this official shot of a 1949 Crossley
SD42/7 for Smiths of Wigan.

There are also a number of official
photograph albums from London-based
coachbuilder Duple, including this Dennis
Arrow which was new to Victory of
Salisbury in 1931.
The family of career industry man Douglas Adie have donated his papers which reveal
important information on Doug’s time at Midland Red (where he negotiated the sale of
part of the business to West Midlands PTE), Alder Valley, National Bus (where he was
a Regional Director), United Transport, London Central and finally Oxford Bus Company.
Many official and personal photos are included in the Adie collection, including this Alder
Valley Plaxton-bodied Leyland Leopard.

The donation of a significant
collection of official Saunders
Roe photographs will be
featured in the January edition of
Buses magazine.
Other photograph donations
have come from the families of
Derek Fisk and Alastair
Skinner; more on those next
time.
As usual, we received the entries
– in digital format – of The UK
Bus Awards, although these are
closed for five years, to be sure
that no-one takes a peak!
There is more on donated
material elsewhere in this issue
of The Bus Archive newsletter….
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Looking Forward to the
Summer – how about a
Southdown Coach Cruise?
Southdown Motor Services are rightly recalled for their
immaculately turned out coach fleet – green coaches which
were seen throughout the country.
This charming item recently surfaced in our collection, a
passenger folder for their North Wales Tour (L6)
completed for Mr A Thomas in seat B3 for the departure on
6th October 1949. It just beams “high quality” with the
names of the passengers printed on the inside cover
(although the driver’s name was slightly incorrect!), a full
itinerary and even headed stationery – “On a Southdown
Coach Cruise”.

Perhaps this Windovers-bodied Leyland PS1 was the allocated
coach for the Cruise? (Norman Treacher)
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London General
Traffic Update

At our Acton centre, we have a good run of “Traffic Updates”, an internal document
issued by London Transport and one of its predecessors, London General. These were
designed to inform staff of changes to services and also to highlight issues of concern
and interest. It was designed to keep notices to staff to a minimum.

This issue, dated Wednesday, August 3rd, 1927 starts off with the issue of staff not stopping when hailed by prospective
passengers – an issue still very alive today – and some instructions to staff on how to look out for visitors who may put
themselves in peril. “These people have not all had experience of traffic in a big town and are prone to take extraordinary
risks…. Deter them from foolhardy actions.” (We recommend saying this out loud in the Harry Enfield Mr CholmondleyWarner voice).
Finally, there is a reminder of the periods when standing passengers are allowed “on omnibuses” – basically at peak periods
and there is a helpful graphic to assist.
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Helping at Chatham
Last month we were delighted to welcome three visitors
from the Friends of Chatham Traction, who have embarked
on an educational project based around the restoration of
Chatham & District Bristol K double decker GKE 68 – for
further details go to http://www.chathamtraction.org.uk.
Wendy, Richard and Mike were delighted with the
information they found in our extensive collection of
Chatham & District records – including the fact that their bus
cost £1,813.16.3 when new. As Richard commented: “This
is a great collection for us. We will be back!”
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The repository for our
non-road passenger
collections
Liverpool Sentinels
We recently received a
mixed collection from
noted
enthusiast
and
retired
transport
professional Ken Swallow.
Here is something which we
placed immediately in the
Kithead collection – a
specification and tender for
a “Super Sentinel” 3-way
tipping wagon, sent by the
Shrewsbury-based company
to P J Robinson, Electrical
Engineer at Liverpool City
Corporation in November
1930. The 5 ton waggon
(sic) was available, fully
painted and lettered, for
£946, 5 shillings, with
delivery in 2 to 3 weeks.
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Ken’s Liverpool related donation was accompanied by two splendid photographs of a similar vehicle at work for the Witney
Transport Co. Ltd., of Oxfordshire. The photos nicely demonstrate the two tipping options that were available.

Postal Dennis

This photograph of a magnificent Dennis van turned up in a collection recently. The back of the photograph dates it to 1911
and refers to “Arrival of special postbags at Hendon” and is also stamped “Aerial Postal Service Hendon to Windsor”. Given
the infancy of air travel at that date, this was surely quite an early innovation?
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Pilcher’s Coaches
Enthusiast and industry professional Derek Jones was on hand
in the late 1980s when the very long-established business of
Pilcher’s Coaches of Chatham, Kent ceased trading. Derek
was able to secure many of the records of the company and
he has now donated these to The Bus Archive. “After the
Pilcher family sold the business and were in the process of
clearing the original premises in Beacon Hill, Chatham for
redevelopment I was able to persuade them to allow me to
save some of their records and am now delighted that a
professionally run, permanent archive for the industry is here,
so that I can hand over this important material, in the
knowledge that it will be properly looked after and made
available for those researching the independent sector of the
industry”.
H W Pilcher started motorbus operation in 1919, although
his grandfather (Edward C Pilcher) had run pair-horse brakes
since at least 1859 and from 1879 a horse bus service from
Strood to Luton. By the end of the 1930s, the Pilchers claimed
to be the only independent operator of tours in Chatham.
There was even a feature in the AEC Gazette in 1934 –
partially reproduced on the right.
The business stayed in the family until the early 1980s, and
even tried its hand at the London Commuter market, but
was sold in 1984, to be closed altogether by the new owner
two years later. There is a lot of superbly detailed material
in the donation, including Excursion & Tours licensing
schedules, as an illustration of when operators had to specify
the route and frequency of their “E&Ts”.
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There is also a handwritten tally of the number of
passengers on each departure – in this case for 1936.
This was information which had to be collected and
retained.

A couple of photos showing Plichers in their prime: first a John F Parke view of an AEC Regal, looking every inch the stylish
early-1930s coach; and second AEC, this time a Reliance from 1973.

Midland Red North designs
The years immediately after the passing of the Transport Act, 1986 were
rather hectic. We tend to remember examples of on-road competition and
the blossoming of the minibus revolution, but sometimes forget what was
going on elsewhere.
Corporate liveries are again with us, but the mid 1980s saw an explosion of
colour, and as some companies were split: many went “back to the future”
with traditional liveries, some stayed the same, whilst a few adopted a more
radical approach. Newly-created companies such as Northumbria and North
Western come to mind in this category, and recently we were given some
livery designs for Midland Red North which were suggested by Hyphen Hayden
which had indeed drawn up those other designs.
We can see the basic concept, with the colour choice varying – from the top
illustration, described as “Fresh use of existing brand colours, visually
aggressive shapes, modern, bright” down to the one at the bottom,
“Evolutionary: retaining existing colour”.
Midland Red North was purchased by the Drawlane Group from the National
Bus Company in 1988, and none of these liveries was adopted. What might
have been?
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Enthusiast Groups’ Donations
A number of enthusiast and preservation groups have built up their own archives over the years, but some are experiencing
problems in finding younger members to take responsibility for this, when senior people decide that to relinquish the role.
We have recently negotiated with two such respected groups. The Essex Bus Enthusiasts Group has donated to us their
photographic archive, which is quite extensive. A couple of images are reproduced below.

As we might expect from an area dominated by a Tilling
company, Bristol chassis and Eastern Coachworks bodywork
predominate. This is an early Bristol K5G with ECW
lowbridge bodywork, acquired by Eastern National from
United Counties in 1955 and withdrawn three years later.

A nice shot of an early Bristol Lodekka – 433 FEV was new
in 1956 as fleet number 1485 (renumbered to 2454 in 1964).
It is quite a rare type – an LD5G, indicating a 5-cylinder
Gardner engine.

In contrast, the Maidstone & District and East Kent Bus Club have started to transfer their archive with the donation
of a series of bus running cards (the work which a single bus will do on a day) from the 1970s. These are from the 1970s and
the illustration is from Ashford garage.
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Odds and Ends

And finally…

How many operators in 1983 were still using letterheads showing an
AEC Regal – apart from Brewer’s of Caerau? This may not be as old
as it seems – note that it incorporated a postcode…

How to Explore
Our Collections
Our catalogue is available online at
www.busarchive.org.uk

How many of our readers – whether within
the industry or without – can remember
Gestetner machines?

We have three Research Centres, each holding unique material:
• Droitwich, for original records
• Walsall, for publicity items
and publications
• Acton, for London Transport records and timetables
Email or call to make your appointment (see contact details below)

This newsletter is published by
The Bus Archive, 100-102 Sandwell Street, Walsall,
WS1 3EB. Registered as a charity in England and
Wales (number 1177343), set up as a Charitable
Incorporated Organisation.
Newsletter editor: Philip Kirk
Newsletter design and layout: Mike Greenwood
www.busarchive.org.uk
www.kitheadtrust.org.uk
01922 629358
Phone line open Tuesday and Wednesday, 10.00 to
16.00, answerphone at other times.
hello@busarchive.org.uk
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